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Blending



WHY DO WE 
WANT TO BLEND?



Drawing an Object

We always assumed opaque
surfaces



Drawing an Object

We always assumed opaque
surfaces



Drawing an Object

What if we have to draw an 
object with transparent surfaces?



Drawing an Object



Drawing an Object

Some types of transparent 
surfaces :
~ Windows
~ Saran Wrap
~ Plastic
~ Stained Glass
~ Water



Drawing an Object



Recall

glColor4f(1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0)

glColor4f(0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.5)



Recall

glColor4f(1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0)

glColor4f(0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.5)

The 4th color element 
stand for Alpha



Recall

glColor4f(1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0)

glColor4f(0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.5)



Recall

Alpha is Measure of Opacity



Recall

Alpha is Measure of Opacity
~ simulate translucent objects
Eg. glass, water, etc.
~ composite images
~ antialiasing
~ ignored if  blending is not enabled



WHAT IS 
BLENDING?



BLENDING

Blending is the stage of OpenGL 
rendering pipeline that takes the 
fragment color outputs from the 
Fragment Shader and combines
them with the colors in the color 
buffers that these outputs map to.



BLENDING

Blending is combines color values 
from a source and a destination. The 
final effect is that parts of your scene 
appear translucent.



BLENDING



BLENDING



Source & Destination

Objects are blended together in a 
scene in the order in which they are 
drawn.



Source & Destination

An object being drawn it is the 
"source“.
Any object, over which a source 
object is drawn is a “destination”.



Source & Destination

destination/object

source



Source & Destination

destination/object

source



Source & Destination

Blending functions, along with alpha 
values control how source and 
destination colors are mixed 
together.



Source & Destination

Alpha 1.0Alpha 0.5

Alpha 0.75

glColor4f(1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.75);

glColor4f(0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.75);



RGBA & Alpha

RGBA (Red, Green, Blue, Alpha)
Alpha is Measure of Opacity
a = 1  Perfectly opaque, 
a = 0  Perfectly transparent,
0 < a < 1  Different levels of 
translucency



RGBA & Alpha

Blending colors
–Source color (Rs, Gs, Bs, As)

–Destination color (Rd, Gd, Bd, Ad)

–Source factor (Sr, Sg, Sb, Sa)

–Destination factor (Dr, Dg, Db, Da)

Blended RGBA = (RsSr+RdDr, 
GsSg+GdDg, BsSb+BdDb, AsSa+AdDa)



RGBA & Alpha

Blending colors
–Source color (1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.75)

–Destination color (0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.5)

–Source factor (0.75, 0.75, 0.75, 0.75)

–Dest factor (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)

Blended RGBA = (RsSr+RdDr, 
GsSg+GdDg, BsSb+BdDb, AsSa+AdDa)



RGBA & Alpha

Blended RGBA = (1.0*0.75+0.0*0.25, 
1.0*0.75+1.0*0.25, 0.0*0.75+1.0*0.25, 
0.75*0.75+0.5*0.25)

(0.75, 1.0, 0.25, 0.6875)



Source & Dest Factor

Usually we take the source alpha as 
a “percentage” of the incoming 
color.
So, usually
the source factor = source Alpha
the dest factor     = 1 - source Alpha



Source & Dest Factor

Blending colors
–Source color (1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.75)

–Destination color (0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.5)

–Source factor (0.75, 0.75, 0.75, 0.75)

–Dest factor (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 1-0.75)



Source & Destination

How about the order of objects?



Source & Destination

Order DOES MATTER



BLENDING FUNC
IN OPENGL



Blending Func

Remember to enable
glEnable(GL_BLEND);

Set up blend function
glBlendFunc(GLenum

sfactor, GLenum dfactor)

sfactor: source blending factor
dfactor: destination blending factor



Blending Func

Example
glEnable(GL_BLEND);

glBlendFunc(GL_SRC_ALPHA, 

GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA)

sfactor: using source Alpha
dfactor: 1 - source Alpha



Setting Up
Constant Value Relevant Factor Computed Blend 

Factor

GL_ZERO Source or destination (0,0,0,0)

GL_ONE Source or destination (1,1,1,1)

GL_DST_COLOR Source (Rd,Gd,Bd,Ad)

GL_SRC_COLOR destination (Rs,Gs,Bs,As)

GL_ONE_MINUS_DST_COLOR source (1,1,1,1)-(Rd,Gd,Bd,Ad)

GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_COLOR destination (1,1,1,1)-(Rs,Gs,Bs,As)

GL_SRC_ALPHA Source or destination (As,As,As,As)

GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA Source or destination (1,1,1,1)-(As,As,As,As)

GL_DST_ALPHA Source or destination (Ad,Ad,Ad,Ad)

GL_ONE_MINUS_DST_ALPHA Source or destination (1,1,1,1)-(As,As,As,As)

GL_SRC_ALPHA_SATURATE Source (f,f,f,1): f-min(As,1-Ad)



ANTIALIASING



Aliasing

You might have noticed in some of 
your OpenGL pictures that lines
appear jagged.



Aliasing

These jaggies appear because the 
ideal line is approximated by a 
series of pixels that must lie on the 
pixel grid.



Aliasing

The jaggedness is called aliasing



AntiAliasing

Antialiasing: Techniques used to 
reduce the jaggedness by change 
the color, so that the edges of each 
point, line and polygon looks 
smooth.



AntiAliasing



AntiAliasing

The figure shows how a diagonal 
line 1 pixel wide covers more of 
some pixel squares than others. In 
fact, when performing antialiasing, 
OpenGL calculates a coverage value
for each fragment based on the 
fraction of the pixel square on the 
screen that it would cover.



AntiAliasing

The figure shows these coverage 
values for the line. In RGBA mode, 
OpenGL multiplies the fragment's 
alpha value by its coverage. 



AntiAliasing



AntiAliasing

Antialiasing is using Alpha value, so 
dont forget to enable blending



AntiAliasing

Line Smoothing
glEnable (GL_LINE_SMOOTH);

glEnable (GL_BLEND);

glBlendFunc (GL_SRC_ALPHA, 

GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA);



AntiAliasing

Point Smoothing
glEnable (GL_POINT_SMOOTH);

glEnable (GL_BLEND);

glBlendFunc (GL_SRC_ALPHA, 

GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA);



AntiAliasing

Remember to enable
glEnable (GL_LINE_SMOOTH);

glEnable (GL_BLEND);

Set up blend Antialiasing function
glBlendFunc 

(GL_SRC_ALPHA,GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA);

glHint (GL_LINE_SMOOTH_HINT, 

GL_DONT_CARE);



AntiAliasing

Remarks on glHint
for the perspective

GL_FASTEST: The most efficient option 
should be chosen. 
GL_NICEST: The most correct, or highest 
quality, option should be chosen. 
GL_DONT_CARE: The client doesn't 
have a preference. 



Cheers, 
Old Sport
~ M. Ali Fauzi
moch.ali.fauzi@gmail.com


